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1. S•MARY

The Space Power and Propulsion Section of the General Electric

Company has been under contract. to the Aeronautical Systems Division,

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Chio, since April 15, 1962, for the

development of dynamic shaft seals for space applications. The objective

of this program is to acquire the techniques for sealing high speed ro-

tating shafts under the operating conditions of high temperature liquid

metals nr! vapors, the near-vacuum environments of space and to provide

long seal life.

A. The contract specifies the following requirements:

1. The fluid to be sealed shall be potassium.

2. The seals shall be operative at fluid temperatures from the

melting point of the fluid selected to 1400 F.

3. The pressure on the fluid side of the seal shall be 15 psi and

the external pressure shall be 10"6 mm Hg.

4. The speed of the rotating shaft shall be a maximum of 36,000 rpm.

5. The seal, or seal combinations, shall be designed for 10,000

hours of maintenance-free life.

6. The working fluid, potassium, shall be used as the seal lubricant.

7. The seal, or seal combinations, shall be capable of maintaining

zero leakage - in the technical sense - under all conditions of

operation.

8. The seals shall be designed for a 1.0 inch diameter shaft.

9. The seals shall be capable of operating in a zero "g" environment.
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B. The $eal evaluation shall consist ofI

1. Preliminary experivnts with water.

2. 10W-hour operational screening test with liquid metal.

3. Thernal-cycling test with liquid metal./
4. 3000-hour life test with lI/quid metal.

This Quarterly Report covers ress during the quarter ending

January 15, 1964. The main em&a of this reporting period ___

(1 Investiga ti modiications to the dynamic zero leakage

seal- he&r*fter--c*lI*,&J)ZL seal, was continued. The in-

vestigations were perforne u 'Iding 301 using the 20,000 rpm

water seal test However, the investigation was conducted

entirely ng ET-378 oil instead of water. The investigations

wore used to determine configuration changes which would im-

/ prove the capabilities of this-seal.
//

SSeal testing for the SNAP-8 project using B ET-378 oil -,

was completed. This work- was-performed under a sub-contract

from the nerl �Electric Advanced Technology Laboratory.

ZL seal was applied to the SNAP-8 Generator system

during this investigation.

"The DZL seal developed at Evendale for the SNAP-8 project

was-checked out li G,,e ... e t.. ,' ^a...... ThehnnUQ1D8,V

using ET-378 oil. A successful test run of 36 hours with a

vacuum of 29.5 mm. 11g. sealed from atmos;phere was successfully

performed without any visible leakage.
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14 A'computer program was,-.dsptw for use in the reduction of

the test data obtained during the water seal testi:;. ihe

program is presently adapted for use with the sting

housing seal tests, however, ications hiLL

a8.4 - i L the rotating disk and squeeze seql

rtosts.

f5ýTho liquid metal seal test rig manufacturing continued

during this quarter. The major)components of the test rig

have been machined. Howevrr,<the delivery date is now set

at Arch- -964.

'6• Manufacturing of the liquid metal seal test facility, was

completed during this quarter. The facility has been re-- _

ceived and installed in our Bldg. 314. Final instrumenta-

tion and checkout of the facility is presently in process.

Since funding for this project had been depleted by the start of

this quarter, primary progress was directed toward the liquid metal test

rig and facility manufacturing which did not require contract funding.
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11. MP?•.SIT STATUS

A. Fluid Dynamic Testing

Investigation of the DZL seal continued during this reporting period.

The 20,000 rpm water seal test rig was used for this investigation. How-

ever, the operating fluid used for this testing was Dow Chemical's ET-378

oil instead of water. This allowed the investigation to include vacuum

conditions as well as low pressurized conditions. The use of this DZL

seal has completely eliminated the interface instability problem as-

sociated with the dynamic seal concept and has provided acceptable

operations under high speed vacuum conditions.

Investigation of another modified version of the DZL seal was

made during this reporting period. The seal was changed to allow rapid

assembly and disassembly without inner connections which restired tedious

fastLe!ngor - It was hoped that this seal would provide a solution

to the difficult assembly problem associated with the presently conceived

and working DZL seal. However, the testing indicated a small liquid

leakage, about a drop every two seconds using the DOW ET-378 fluid.

Leakage usually occurred at about 10,000 rpm but it did not increase

significantly with speed. At 15,000 rpm, the leakage however, increased

considerably to what could be considered an unacceptable level. This

increase in leakage might indicate improvement was required in the

control of the weight flow into the seal. No further studies, however,

have been made because the seal configuration is not as gcod as a

configuration already on the liquid metal seal test rig. If small leakage

rates could be tolerated, however, the tested configuration might be

applicable, since the assembly of the seal is very simple.
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Continued testing of the above nature will proceed for the purpose

of defining and simulating potential seat designs i•hich may be applicable

to the liquid metal seal oper,-tion throughout the next reporting period.

However, these test periods will be of a very minimum nature and detailed

test information viii not be obtained; only the feasibility will be

demonstrated.

A dynamic zero leakage seal was supplied to the Advanced Technolomy

Laboratories for endurance testing under high vacuum conditions. The DZL

seal was operated successfully at 12,000 rpm for 36 hours in a vacuum of

29.5 inches of mercury on a SNAP-8 generator simulator test rig using the

synthetic oil ET-378 at 3000 F. No leakage was detectable throughout all

of the testing.

A coa.puter program has been adapted for use in the reduction of the

test data obtained during the water seal testing. The program is presently

adapted for use with the rotating housing seal tests; however, minor

modifications will adapt it for use with the rotating disk and squeeze

seal tests. The program has been completely checkedout for the rotating

housing data reduction. Input is presently being prepared for reduction

of all the rotating housing seals tests.
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B. Ths- Liquid Metal Seal Test R!_

I nnufacture of the liquid metal seal test rig continued during

I this reporting period. The original quotation covcring the manufacture

of this test rig detailed a rotating disk seal configuration mounted on

the seal test rig. This configuration, it has been learned after exten-

sive testing with the water seal test rig uould not function properly

from a zero leakage standpoint. The preliminary testing has revealed

that, while the rotating disk provides an acceptable sealing device from

a pressure standpoint, there were surface instabilities which allowed

small amounts of leakage from the seal cavity. Therefore, it was

necessary to redesign the back end of the seal test rig in light of the

seal technology made available from the preliminary testing. This re-

design was performed on the seal test rig and the design drawings and

specifications were transmitted to the manufacturing vendor. This

redesign test configuration was an application of the DZL seal developed

in-"the preliminary testing.

A complcte report has been issued during this reporting period

covering the design philosophy behind the liquid metal seal test spindle.

This design philosophy includes the heat transfer considerations, the

vibration considerations, as well as the overall gas bearing design work.

The design data included within the report were identical to that reported

earlier in the Fifth Quarterly Report except for the critical speed

g calculations. A re-evaluat...n of the critical speed calculations

utilizing the redesigned spindle revealed that first system critical
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speed was in the neighborhood of 20,000 rpm whereas the second system

critical speed wis well above the maximum op,•rating rpm of 36,000 rpm.

The test spindle for liquid metal seal operation and the seal

configuration are in the following stages of manufacturings Refer to

Figure I - the front end or turbine support end of the test rig has been

completely manufactured and is ready for assembly within the test rig.

The gas bearing shaft has been completely machined and is presently

being heat-treated prior to final grind. The gas bearing housing has

been fully machined and is presently beiný heat-treated before plating

of the inner bores. After final plating of the inner bores, it will be

necessary to lap the bore surfaces to the required diameters. The back

end, or seal configuration end, has been partially machined and is

presently being expedited to completion as quickly as possible. The

manufacturing vendors date for shipment to General Electric however,

has slipped to March 15.

When the final liquid metal seal test rig has been received at

General Electric it is intended that the rig be set up within the liquid

metal test facility as soon as possible. The necessary instrumentation

and facilities are presently being set up so that there is no J',Iay in

theinitial operation of the spindle once the test rig arrives. The

present plan of operation for the test spindle requires that the spindle

be checked out in a low vapor pressure oil prior to operation in liquid

metal. This will insure that the test spindle operates properly as

de.igned, and operation of liquid metal should then proceed with good

cou, ide-ce.7-
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C. Liquid Metal Seal Test Facilitz

The manufacture of the liquid metal seal test facility has been

completed. The teat facility has been moved to General Electric's Evendale

Building 0314. The installation within the building has now been com-

pleted. The installation of the liquid metal seal test facility within

Bldg. 314 required many modifications to the existing building and the

installation of many facility services for the seal rig to be properly

operated.

Work is now progressing on the completion of the set-up for check-

out of the liquid metal loops without the seal test rig. This will re-

quire that the facility be operated using jumper lines in place of the

seal configuration for checkout of the facility operation. The operation

of both the liquid metal and the argon supply can be checked at this time

with special attention given to the facility's ability to separate the

argon from the liquid potassium. This checkout will allow the problems

encountered in the operation of the facility to be corrected in time for

actual usage when the liquid metal seal test spindle arrives. For a

discussion on the capabilities of the potassium facility and the schematic

covering the facility, a review of thr i•,trd Quarterly Report is recommended.

Enclosed are several photographs showing the installation of the

test facility in Building #314. Figure 02 shows an overall view of the

test rig installation. It may be seen that the test rig is centrally

located in the center of the building and that numerous service facilities

have been provided on the building wall. This will allow maintenance of
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I
the equipment In an easy mannor which would otherwise be difficult, If

I the entire service facility had boen installed vithin the liquid metal

facility enclosure. ' Figure #3 shows an end view of the seal facility

with the seal test chamber enclosure doors open. This Is the chamber

in which the seal rig wil I be placed and whore oporation of the vacuum

equipment will take place. The vacuum diffusion pump Is shown therein.

Figure #4 shows the operating panrl for the test facility. This opera-

ting panel, along with a yet-to-be-installed instrus.ntat in panel Is

within the control room beside the test facility. From within this

control room, it will be possible to c€ntrol the test facility, as well

as monitor the performance of the liquid notal seal. Figure 45 shows

the nitrogen and argon receivers for supplying OtAs to the seal facility.

These receivers are installed outside th.e 3ulding #314. The argon will

be used for the test spindle i.s bearings and as a cover gas over the

liquid potassium. The nitrogen will be Meod In the facility cold traps.

I
I
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Cleveland Graphite Bronze
Division of Clevits Corporation
Attnt Hr. E. Jaies Vargo
17000 St. Clair Avenue
Cleveland 10, Ohio

SSD (SSTRE, Capt. W. W. Hoover)
AF Unit Post Office
Los Angeles 45, California

Power Information Center
Moore School Building
200 South 33rd Street

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Attn: Mr. Joseph Joyce
Space Electric Power Office

•25000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland 35, Ohio

AiResearch ,dnufacturing Company
Actn: Mr. John Dennan
402 - 536th Street
Phoenix 34, Arizona

Sundstrand Aviation Corporation
Attn: Mr. K. Nichols
2480 West 70
Denver 21, Colorado

Aerojet-General Nucleonics
Attn: Mr. Paul Wood
Azusa, California

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Division of United Aircraft Corp.
Attn: Mr. Frederick A. Corwin
East Hartford, Connecticut
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Huchintcil Technology Isic.,
Attn; Hr. F. K. Orcutt
Alb-ny-Sh4,er Road
LUth.vu, New York

Ion Physics Corpora.•in
Attns Dr. A. Stuart V)enholm
P. 0. Box 98
Burlington, Haas.

Hr. G. G. Thur
NASA-Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland 35, Ohio
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